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Official List of Nominees

Community Council Officers
(elected by the GTS Community)

President 

Walt Kindergan

Anne Nickleson

Vice President

Kat Killian

Angie Robidoux

Matt Welch

Secretary

Asher Hamza

Community Council Representatives
Advanced Degrees Representative

Stephen Holton

Commuter Representative

Chris Jones

Junior Class Representative

Nick Meacham

Master of Arts Representative

Julia Heard



Middler Class Representative

Mark Genszler

Parent Representative

Caroline Peacock

Senior Class Representative
(elected by the Senior Class)

Michael Foley

Rebecca Myers

Spartner Representative

Rob Hoon

Committee Representatives
Student Representatives to the Board of Trustees 

(4 vacancies; 2-Year Term) 

Mark Genszler
Lorenzo Lebrija
Nick Meacham

Bob Solon
Master of Arts Representative to the Academic Affairs Committee 

(1 vacancy; 2-Year Term)

Peter Secor
Master of Divinity Representative to the Academic Affairs Committee

 (0 vacancies; 2-Year Term)

*This booklet contains the President & Vice President nominee profiles that were submitted by the 
appointed time of compilation. These have not been edited from the submissions of the nominees. 



Walt Kindergan
Nominee for Community Council President

How have your past experiences helped to prepare you to take on this position? 
(Please be specific and be sure to include a short history of your past leadership 
experiences).

In almost every position I have held over my working career, I have been in “customer 
service” in one way or another.  I am sensitive to the idea that the customer is most 
satisfied when you provide a quality product or service and they perceive you are being 
“straight” with them.  And your customer always deserves your very best.  If you have 
information, share it; if you can’t share it, tell them why; if you don’t know, say so; and if 
you ought to have the information, say you’ll get it – and then do it.  When you promise, 
carry through.  And take that word “service” seriously – the best leaders are servants of 
those they lead.

As for a short history of past leadership experiences: I have been a retail assistant 
manager; a naval officer, a public school teacher, an administrative assistant at a 
Veterans Administration Medical Center, a management assistant at another federal 
agency – responsible for training, human resources, communication, and management 
schedules and meetings, an EFM mentor at two churches, and a diocesan verger and 
MC – responsible for liturgical preparation, coordination, training, execution and follow-
up.

In your opinion, what is the greatest challenge facing GTS right now and why? 
How would you try to facilitate handling this challenge?
Our biggest challenge here at GTS is simply communication.  There seems to be a 
general malaise present in the community.  At least part of it is due to a perception that 
the administration has  not been “up front” in communicating with the student body.  In 
my time here and in my limited conversations with administrative, faculty and staff 
persons, I have found, in every case, that the only motive for action is the betterment of 
GTS.  If there is  a negative perception sometimes, it is simply due to a failure to 
anticipate how an action might be seen by the community or it is  due to a lack of 
communication up front that an action is necessary and how it might affect the 
community.  The student body (including spartners) also has a responsibility to 
communicate interests and concerns, ideally through the Community Council, and I 
would hope to be an effective spokesperson for the council.  Better communication, in 



all that we do, will serve the community well.  That we all love each other and love the 
church and seminary is not in question.  

Communication is something I have a passion for and happen to be good at. 

If you were to describe your role to someone brand new to the GTS Community, 
what would you say and why?
The role of the Community Council President is to be the eyes, ears, voice, heart and 
vision of the community at large and to be a vocal proponent of community issues to the 
faculty, staff and administration.  In addition, the role of the council is to listen to the 
community, be responsive to their concerns and be a force for healing and camaraderie 
in the community.  Why?  Because good leaders must be servants of those they lead.

Anne Nickleson
Nominee for Community Council President

How have your past experiences helped to prepare you to take on this position? 
(Please be specific and be sure to include a short history of your past leadership 
experiences)

In college I was awarded a leadership scholarship that required me to attend two 
leadership training sessions each semester. Following graduation, I accepted a position 
as Coordinator of Christian Formation at an Episcopal Church in Maryland. 
Simultaneously, I served as a founding board member of the Episcopal Service Corps 
Maryland. In addition to helping shape and develop the program, my primary role was 
planning the curriculum and coordinating living arrangements  for the volunteers. During 
my time at GTS, I helped plan the Junior barbecue that took place at the end of last 
year as well as the matriculation party a few weeks ago.

In your opinion, what is the greatest challenging facing GTS right now and why? 
How would you try to facilitate handling this challenge?
I think one of the greatest challenges  facing GTS right now is unity. Because of 
circumstances that have occurred during the first months of this  semester, it can 
sometimes feel like there is an “us” verses “them” attitude between students the 
administration. I think this mentality is detrimental to community and, if it continues, it 
will make it more difficult to successfully work towards solutions  to the initial problems 



that caused this divide. I think the best way to address this challenge is more open and 
honest communication from everyone. Hopefully, the new town hall meeting series that 
have begun will act as a good jumping off point for fostering better communication.

If you were to describe your role to someone brand new to the GTS Community, 
what would you say and why?
I would say that the primary role of president is to be a liaison between the students, 
spartners, administration, and community council. Additionally, I see the role as a 
listening ear to students when they have concerns about community life at GTS and to 
take those concerns seriously, especially those who may not feel comfortable voicing 
their opinions. It is important for all students and spartners to feel at home here and I 
think the president should work hard to make that possible. Part of making that possible 
is  to stress to the entire council and community that we should be welcoming all 
newcomers, including students, spartners, children, faculty, administration, and other 
staff.

Kat Killian

Nominee for Community Council Vice President

I would like to begin by saying that I’m honored by the nomination for Vice President of 
the Community Council, especially as I’m new to the GTS community. And I wondered, 
because of this, whether or not to accept it. I’m still getting to know everyone, and the 
community as a whole. I realized, however, that regardless of the outcome, this is an 
opportunity to communicate, and that communication is a good and ever needed thing. 

My understanding is that the duties of the Vice President revolve in large part around 
finances and budgets, and the allocation of funds to various  classes and students 
groups. My background in building and running a successful small business with payroll 
and staff would serve this well: juggling the sometimes competing concerns of the 
individual and the corporate, handling tight and or sensitive financial matters, and the 
ongoing balancing act between financial need and fiscal responsibility. I’ve also taught 
and administered fine arts programs in public and private schools, as well as private 



business, and raised a family while working to support them. All of this required a high 
degree of creativity and flexibility! — particularly in relation to time management, 
organizational skills, and the ever looming deadline. And going farther back (way back), 
I’ve served in leadership positions throughout my earlier schooling.

Sometimes being new, and seeing things from a fresh perspective is  helpful. As a new 
student, I sense the most imminent challenge facing the GTS community right now is 
one of rebuilding our “spiritual endowment” (thank your Stephen H. for your most apt 
phrase). The seminary has been through a time of intense upheaval and trauma, and 
though it is no longer in danger of financial bankruptcy, there seems to be a deep need 
to refill our spiritual coffers; for healing, integration, and a coming together of our “new” 
community. General Seminary is  forever changed, and as time demands, will continue 
to change. In navigating our new footprint in the world, it is essential that we draw on 
and pool the considerable resources that each of us brings to the seminary. I imagine 
that most of us chose to attend General because of its community, and the opportunity 
to be formed in such close relationship with students, faculty, and administration. I 
would hope to support our re-building, first by being sensitive to our different responses 
to change and to challenge, by listening to the concerns of the community, and through 
exploring and facilitating their resolution via informal dialogue, and the more formal 
channels that are already in place, like Community Council. A thought too is that the role 
of Community Council may be changing, and perhaps this  is something to also 
consider. And, as we can tend to do in the serious world of religion and money, let’s  not 
forget about joy — the kind of happiness  that sticks  to the bones and makes a 
difference — and to prosper this in all that we do as a community founded in Christ. 

It seems to me that all of the student-held positions within our community are ministries 
of a kind, and that the role of the Vice President is one that serves as a sounding board, 
a point of contact, and of connection between our various classes and students groups, 
and their interests and concerns.

Angie Robidoux

Nominee for Community Council Vice President



How have your past experiences helped to prepare you to take on this position? 
(Please be specific and be sure to include a short history of your past leadership 
experiences)

I have served many different roles within Churches over the years. I have served on 
vestry, budget committees, religious education committees, and as a religious ed and a 
confirmation teacher. I was a full-time youth minister and jr high/high school religious 
education director for a large parish in Massachusetts. I also served on the board of a 
NH young people’s  conference where I helped to organize the yearly conference and all 
of the smaller events throughout the year. On that board I served as the secretary and 
program chair.

In your opinion, what is the greatest challenging facing GTS right now and why? 
How would you try to facilitate handling this challenge?
I believe that the greatest challenge facing GTS right now is shifting from a community 
in crisis to a community redefining itself. This is  not an easy transition for any 
community but it is one that I think is crucial to the future of the seminary. If we do not 
make this  shift soon, I feel that we will become stuck in this  protection and self-
preservation mode. I feel that this would destroy the community because self-
preservation focuses inward and cannot look outward. For us  to be truly present to and 
minister to the greater community around us, we need to look beyond our own current 
situations and see those around us. I think that the community council can be a model 
for this shift in how we choose to spend our time and monetary resources. We can set a 
tone of progress and work with the administration to find creative solutions and 
innovations to help move us forward. 

If you were to describe your role to someone brand new to the GTS Community, 
what would you say and why?
The vice-president of community council is  a jack of all trades that serves wherever 
needed. He/she assists the president in organizing the community council meetings, fills 
in for those who cannot be present to fill their elected role on the council and is the point 
person for the budgetary needs of the community.

Matt Welch

Nominee for Community Council Vice President



How have your past experiences helped to prepare you to take on this position? 
(Please be specific and be sure to include a short history of your past leadership 
experiences)

My experiences in government position me well for Community Council Vice President.  
I served for nine years in federal service, most recently four years with the State 
Department, where I worked in crafting US policy toward a complicated world.  This is 
best done not by complaining about the circumstances but in seeing those 
circumstances as opportunities for change, for growth.  I learned the value of 
maintaining a forward-leaning vision instead of only responding to crises.  And I learned 
that governance only works when we cooperate as a team. 

In your opinion, what is the greatest challenging facing GTS right now and why? 
How would you try to facilitate handling this challenge?
GTS is deflated.  We’ve been through hell and back.  But we are back!  At its best, the 
Community Council should lead the way in reestablishing a sense of hope and optimism 
in what this community can be.  No one is more responsible for our seminary 
experiences than ourselves; we own these opportunities afforded us.  There is nothing 
wrong with General that cannot be mended by what is right with General.  

If you were to describe your role to someone brand new to the GTS Community, 
what would you say and why?
I would say that I am a steward for the aspirations of students and spartners, and the 
communities throughout the country that uphold them in their calling.  I advocate for the 
concerns of those who live and study here.  I honor confidentiality.  I manage our funds 
appropriately.  And I listen in abundance.  


